
 

Three veteran storm chasers killed by
Oklahoma tornado (Update)

June 2 2013, by Kelly P. Kissel

  
 

  

This undated photo provided by The Discovery Channel shows Carl Young and
Tim Samaras watching the sky. Jim Samaras said Sunday, June 2, 2013, that his
brother storm chaser Tim Samaras was killed along with Tim's son, Paul
Samaras, and another chaser, Carl Young, on Friday, May 31, 2013 in Oklahoma
City. The National Weather Service's Storm Prediction Center in Norman, Okla.,
said the men were involved in tornado research.( AP Photo/Discovery Channel)

Three veteran storm chasers died doing what they loved: roaming the
Great Plains in search of dangerous storms like the one in Oklahoma that
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ended their final pursuit.

Tim Samaras, his son Paul and colleague Carl Young, who through the
years had shared dramatic videos with television viewers and weather
researchers, died Friday night when an EF3 tornado with winds up to
165 mph (265 kph)turned on them near El Reno, Oklahoma. They were
among 13 people who died in the storm in Oklahoma City and its
suburbs.

Their deaths in pursuit of the storm are believed to be the first among
scientific researchers while chasing tornadoes, the Storm Prediction
Center in Norman, Oklahoma, said.

"They put themselves in harm's way so that they can educate the public
about the destructive power of these storms," said Chris West, the
undersheriff in Canadian County, where the men died.

Tim Samaras, 54, and Paul Samaras, 24, both of Bennett, Colorado,
were trapped in their car along with Young, 45, of South Lake Tahoe,
which straddles the California and Nevada border.

Many times before, Tim Samaras had told anyone who would listen that
tornadoes were unpredictable.

"I don't know if I would say I worried about it because one of the biggest
things he stressed was safety," said Tim's brother, Jim Samaras, who
confirmed the deaths to The Associated Press. "He knew what to look
for. He knew where not to be and in this case, the tornado took a clear
turn toward them."

Tim Samaras and his Twistex tornado chase team had been featured on
the Discovery Channel and given grants by the National Geographic
Society. They also were regular presenters at conferences dedicated to
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advances in meteorology.

The Oklahoma storm that killed the three chasers developed before their
eyes Friday.

Tim Samaras tweeted a photo of clouds rising through a volatile
atmosphere and noted: "Storms now initiating south of Watonga along
triple point. Dangerous day ahead for OK—stay weather savvy!"

  
 

  

In this May 26, 2006, file photo Tornado chaser Tim Samaras shows the probes
he uses when trying to collect data in Ames, Iowa. Jim Samaras said Sunday,
June 2, 2013, that his brother Tim Samaras was killed along with Tim's son, Paul
Samaras, and another chaser, Carl Young, on Friday, May 31, 2013 in Oklahoma
City. The National Weather Service's Storm Prediction Center in Norman, Okla.,
said the men were involved in tornado research. (AP Photo/Charlie Neibergall,
File)
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It was his final tweet.

"He looked at tornadoes not for the spotlight of TV but for the scientific
aspect," Jim Samaras said. "At the end of the day, he wanted to save
lives and he gave the ultimate sacrifice for that."

The tornado in the classic movie "The Wizard of Oz" fascinated a
then-6-year-old Tim Samaras, his brother said.

"He didn't give a crap about Toto, he didn't give a crap about the
Munchkins," Jim Samaras said, referring to characters in the film.

The Storm Prediction Center said in a statement Sunday that it was
saddened by Tim Samaras' death.

"Samaras was a respected tornado researcher and friend ... who brought
to the field a unique portfolio of expertise in engineering, science,
writing and videography," the center said.

The storm arrived during Friday night's rush hour, when roads were
clogged with commuters and others trying to flee the storm. Video taken
by a number of storm chasers showed debris pelting vehicles.

Winds swept one vehicle with a crew from The Weather Channel off the
road, tossed it 200 yards (180 meters) and flipped it into a field. The
crew members escaped without any serious injuries.
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This May 26, 2006, file photo, shows the license plate on the truck of tornado
chaser Tim Samaras, in Ames, Iowa. Jim Samaras said Sunday, June 2, 2013,
that his brother Tim Samaras was killed along with Tim's son, Paul Samaras, and
another chaser, Carl Young, on Friday, May 31, 2013 in Oklahoma City. The
National Weather Service's Storm Prediction Center in Norman, Okla., said the
men were involved in tornado research. (AP Photo/Charlie Neibergall, File)

"This is a very sad day for the meteorological community and the
families of our friends lost. Tim Samaras was a pioneer and great man,"
Weather Channel meteorologist Jim Cantore tweeted Sunday.

The Discovery Channel, which featured Tim Samaras on "Storm
Chasers" until last year, planned to dedicate a show Sunday evening to
the three men, noting they died "doing what they love, chasing storms."

The National Geographic Society called Tim Samaras a "courageous and
brilliant scientist" and posted on its website an interview conducted with
him last month.

"Being close to a tornado is one of those incredible, fleeting moments
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that sometimes you have to take a couple of seconds to take in," he said
in the interview, which went on to describe his engineering background
and the need for tornado research.

"We still don't know why some thunderstorms create tornadoes while
others don't," he added. "We're trying to collect as many observations as
possible, both from outside and from the inside. If we better understood
some of the final mechanisms for tornado genesis, our forecasting will
be greatly improved."

He told the magazine that there are probably fewer than five storm
chasers who pursue tornadoes for data, while many do it for other
reasons.

"On a big tornado day in Oklahoma, you can have hundreds of storm
chasers lined up down the road," he said. "Oklahoma is considered the
mecca of storm chasing. We know ahead of time when we chase in
Oklahoma, there's going to be a traffic jam."

The Storm Prediction Center said scientific storm chasing is performed
as safely as possible, with trained researchers using appropriate
technology. It encouraged all, including the media and amateurs, to chase
safely to avoid a repeat of Friday's deaths.

© 2013 The Associated Press. All rights reserved.
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